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Hate trying on bathing suits at the store? 

Unhappy with the way you feel in skimpier summer clothes? 

Frustrated about not wearing a swim suit again this year? 

 
It's inevitable,  you're invited to a pool party, boating with friends or a beach barbeque 

and a bathing suit is de rigueur for the day.  Yikes! 

 

What if you could feel comfortable and confident in a swimsuit, sleeveless dresses or 

shorts?  You can.  Read on to get the "skinny".... 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Here are three important ways to never look fat in a bathing suit, ever- again! 

 

1.  Be ready and open for change.  What?  That's right, a big part of the way you look is 

how you think.  If you are not satisfied with your expanding middle, flabby thighs or 

unsightly chicken wings you must be accountable for getting to this point, and ready, 

willing and able to make the changes that will help you stand confidently in the surf. 

 

First Step?  Take stock of  your reality by taking a selfie of yourself in the mirror, 

wearing your bathing suit.  Back and front view, ladies!  Note what's flattering (color?  

style?), what's comfortable (wider straps?  no straps?) and what's not comfy (skimpy 

coverage, embellishments that dig into your side or look clownish).  Take notes, we'll use 

them later when we get to talking about your body. 

 

2.  Select the right suit for your body type.  Yes, wearing the right suit is a lot like 

having a professional fit you for a bra.  I say two piece or one piece is your choice.  No 
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longer is a two piece verboten for older or larger folks,  just consider "accentuating the 

positive and diminishing the negative"  I'll use a one piece style for these tips.  The right 

cut (higher thighs, ruched sides), appropriate fabric (poly/spandex in a supportive blend) 

and color/pattern can make a huge difference in how you look- and of course, how you 

feel in that suit. 

 

First Step?  Understand your body shape! Large chest or small?  Think pretty ruffles for 

a small chest and thicker straps and real cups in your size for you large-chested gals.  

Broad or narrow shoulders?  If your shoulders are broad think about an asymmetrical 

style or solids that have focal printed side panels.  Flat butt or big booty?  If   you 

inherited your fathers flat butt, like me, consider solid colors and loud prints to minimize 

the backside.  Rocking an ample butt?  Go for solid top and print bottom area and be sure 

you have enough coverage to avoid those wedgies. 

 

3.  Address your body.  Yep, it's time to talk reality.  What did you jot down for 

question #1 what  you don't like the look of?  Aging isn't easy and no one - not even 

media darlings- get away with getting older without changes in their body.  You are no 

different.  And you can not only improve your body, no matter what age, or condition but 

do it in a way that is fun and fulfilling.   

 

First Step?  Lets break down the most common trouble areas and assign some ideas for 

improvement: 

 

Legs and Butt.  Your legs have supported you, literally every day since you were about 

two years old and learned to walk.  Aging can leave a scar or two, a few not so pretty 

veins and ugh! that dreaded cellulite.  You can change some things; maybe not all.  And, 

that's OK.  Improvement in your fitness directly results in a better body image and a more 

self assured swimsuit wearer. 

 

How much leg and butt centric exercise are you doing?  Walking?  Great.  It's the number 

one exercise my clients claim to do before they work with me.  There are many other 

lower body exercises that can help improve the look, circulation and mobility of your 

legs, as well as the lift of your booty.  Take care of your legs so they can continue to 

carry you forward.  Your leg area have the largest muscles in your body- move them! 

 

Arms.  Wiggle, wiggle, wag! I know!  Women especially have issues with arms as they 

age.  Why is that, you might think?  Because, generally women do little to no strength 

training.  Lifting your purse or a bag of groceries once and awhile will not leave you with 

lovely, toned arms.  Exercise is the only way to be "sleeveless by summer."  The last time 

I checked,  bathing suits are sleeveless.  It definitely takes some time and effort to 
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introduce a safe and appropriate upper body resistance program, but isn't everything 

important to you worth some effort?  You bet! You can amaze yourself! 

 

Belly.  Oh yeah, I'm leaving the best for last!  A big belly is the most troubling area for 

aging women, hands down.  It's also the area you may want to camouflage if you 

consider a swim suit style.  I get it, it's frustrating... After menopause when your 

hormones stop helping with directing fat to other areas for child bearing, you will most 

certainly develop a little, or not so little "pooch" 

 

If you see the trend, you will definitely know that core exercises can make a dramatic 

difference, as well.   

 

It's not all about exercise, of course, as the decisions you make around nutrition certainly 

contribute to belly bloat and understanding the fact that your caloric needs decrease 

significantly as you grow older is important.  Also critical is understanding the power of  

lean muscle vs. fat and the weight equation that surrounds fat (muffin top, flab and belly 

overhang) and muscle (your awesome fat burning furnace). Muscle rules! 

 

At any time you can change your mind you can change your bod 

 and the way you look and feel in summer fashions, including a bathing suit. 

 

 

I'm here to help you make sense of fitness, and actually make it fun- like I have 

done for many other folks for over 30 years.  I work with women, 40, 50 and 

beyond to help them reclaim their confident, swim suit ready fit and healthy self - 

and find their waistline in the process- using realistic fitness and weight 

management strategies in the comfort of their home. 

 

 

In a brief telephone call you will know if this is the right time and I am the 

right professional to help you get the results you want.  Let's chat! 

                220033..887777..55227700


